
Are there state or local initatives that could inform potential new or restored Long-Distance services?

Brainstorming and Discussion:

Routes, Service Changes, and Markets

Leiglatively 

Part 1

SE Region

Rail AMTRAK

Project in

Mobile AL

Brightline -

current

expansion to

Orlando &

future to Tampa

l

Southeast Corridor

Planning Commission

has a regional rail

plan with multiple

corridors that could

inform Long Distance

service

possible state

initiative to restore

east-west

connection from

Norfolk to

Charlottesville and

points west?

Potential

passenger

rail from

Louisville to

Chicago

There is an effort to

develop connecting

service from Dallas to

Atlanta along the I-10

corridor rhoughl

Loisisiana,,

Mississippi, Alabama. 

Various local

entities have

expressed interest

in increased

frequency/renewed

service in FL

Long Bridge

Transforming

Rail In

Virginia

Transforming

Rail In

Virginia

Initiative

Interest in

extending LD

service to

additional stations

in NC, for instance

Sanford, Weldon

New River

Gorge

Southeast corridor

commission has

multiple corridors as

part of regional rail

plan that would be part

of foundation for long

distance service

expansion

I-20 corridor

planning and

design

Transforming

Rail in

Virginia

Initiative

Long Bridge

At one time 2

a day service

on City of New

Orleans was

discussed

At one time talked

about 2 service

offerings on the

City of New

Orleans but havent

heard anythign

lately 

Strong multi-state

coalition of support for

proposed I-20

Corridor connection

between Dallas/ Fort

Worth to Altanta

(through Marshall, TX

and Meridian, MS)

Bristol to

Knoxville to 

Chattanooga

to Atlanta to

Macon

Richmond as

a Hub N/S

and E/W

Service

I-20 Corridor long-

distance 

passenger rail

connection Dallas

Fort Worth throgh

Meridian to Atlanta

Richmond to

Raleigh/S

Line

Rail Service

on I-81

Corridor SEHSR:Richmond

to DC Richmond

to Raleigh; S Line

Transforming

Rail Initiative

in VA

I_81 Rail

Corridor

SEHSR

SEHSR

Legisltaively this

year looking at

intrasttete and

interstaet routes

Local interest

in Gulf Coast

restoration

Local and state

interest in I-20

passenger rail

corridor efforts

(Meridian to

Dallas Fort Worth)

possible state

initiatives to restore

rail east-west from

Norfolk to Richmond,

Charlottesville and

points west?

Local and

state interest

in New

Orleans to

Mobile

Long Bridge

Sunshine

Corridor &

connections

to intercity

service

Pensacola to

Jacksonville

Mobile to

Pensacola

Enhanced

service

between

Charlotte and

Raleigh

Commonwealth

Corridor:

Roanoake to

Norfolk

Possible

initiating service

between

Salisbury and

Ashville 

SE Region

Rail AMTRAK

Mobile, AL

At one time

service on City of

New Orleans was

talked about to 2

service offerings

a day

Future S-Line

Service

Gateway

Station in

Uptown

Charlotte

Associate Artistic Director

903.983.8610

Transforming

Rail In

Virginia

Rail  to

Bristol

Associate Artistic Director

MSimpson@texasshakespe

are.com

Buckingham

Branch: Richmond

to Charlottesville:

Connecting

existing LD

Services

New River

Gorge - when

Amtrak cut

service  here the

area economy

was hurt (Sean)

Texas

Shakespeare

Festival

Washington

DC through

Bristol to

Tennessee

There is an effort

to develop

connecting

service from

Dallas to Atlanta

your heading...
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What previously discontinued Long-Distance services should we consider and why?

Floridian to

fill AL service

gap and

Sunset Ltd
Restore Floridian

from Chicago to

Florida, but

route through

Atlanta.

James Whitcomb-Riley -

connect Virginia east-west

with West Virginia and

Ohio and on to Chicago

WITHOUT having to go

through congested DC.

(but also allows

connections to DC for

smaller communities west)

Floridian /

Sunset Ltd

East - to fill

service gap

Louisville and

Nashville are

probably the two

largest population

bases w/o any

serviice

City of Miami between

Memphis and Florida

provide new

connections and serve

western FL (Tamp). No

duplicate service in

GA, Al, Tn -

underserved states.

uisville

through TN

and down

south

Flordian:

Connections

to Nashville

and Kentucky

Mountaineer:

East-West-

connect with

Palmetto

Floridian, but

routed

through ATL

(JM)

Floridian, but

routed via

ATL (JM)

Extend Palmetto from

Savannah at least to

Jacksonville, but

ideally to Tampa.

Adds needed

capacity through

Orlando.

New Orleans to

Mobile, AL to

B'ham, AL; New

Orleans through

AL to FL; B'Ham,

AL to Chicago

New Orleans

to

Jacksonville

Sunset Limited -

new host

railroad and lots

of local interest

in restoration

The Palmetto would be

great to bring back

since the Gateway

Station intermodal

station is being

constructed more long-

distance train services

in Uptown Charlotte

James Whitcomb-Riley

to connect Virginia

east/west with West

Virginia and Ohio (with

connections to

Chicago and DC)

City of Miami/Floridian/Pan

American - analysis shows

potential value for

including FL cities as end

points, population

continues to grow, would

serve needs of elderly that

need alternatives to cars

Restore Floridian

Chicago to

Florida but

reroute through

Atlanta

Floridian but

rerouted

through ATL

(JM)

Connecting

Louisville and

Nashville to the

system would add

large population

bases

Connecting

Louisville, Nashville,

Birmingham would

bring in large

population basis

and can connect on

both sides 

Floridian &

Sunset Ltd

East

Sunset

Limited East

Restored: 
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In thinking about existing Long-Distance routes - what new frequencies and service changes should we consider?

Prioritize

routes with

low  capital

startup costs

Additional

bike

capacity on

trains

Reroute Silver Star

via S-line route

from Raleigh to

Peterburg - extend

service to new

areas and speed it

up

Increased

frequencies

on the

Cardinal

Look at

additional

stations at

Sanford, NC

for Silver Star.

Cardinal:

provide multiple

departure

times, or varied

times; 

Invest in

reliable,

secure long-

term parking

at stations; 

Invest in

stations -

secure, lit,

protection

from weather

Speeds

need to be

car-

competitive at

a minimum

While restoring

previous routes is

highly desirable, what

measures are

available through this

study for new routes

to serve new major

population areas?

Daylight

service

hours in

Ohio

Cardinal: Daily

service! Consistent,

reliable WiFi

throughout route to

ensure "productive

time"

In the Southeast, most

routes are north/

south. For a proper

matrix and better

connectivity there is a

need for more east/

west routes in the

Southeast.

Identify transit

access to

stations and

advocate for

reliable, frequest

service

Echo prioritization

of  connections that

have low capital

start-up costs and

that increase

connectivity to the

National Network

Agree with need

for additional East-

West service

across the

Southeast, such as

with the I-20

Corridor route

Southwest Florida

previously had service

from Tampa all the way

south to Naples before

Amtrak. This is a fast

growing area of Florida

which only had sparse

thruway bus service for

millions of residents.

Upgrades to

sleeper class

accomodations.

Cardinal and

SL 7 Day a

week

Additional frequency/

extension: NYC-DC-

Roanoke- Bristol-

Knoxville-

Chattanooga- Atlanta

Relocate

stations to

central city

Love that pets

are allowed.

Thank you

and please

continue!

Additional

frequencies of

Silver service and/

or Crescent could

provide better

timing at key

destinations.

Better food and

beverage options

for all LD trains.

Treat amenities as

a reason to ride the

train rather than a

cost.

Daily Cardinal

Service

Improve travel time on

daily service, possible

reroute lines to less

congested city centers;

design service routes

parallel to existing

interstate routes where

possible.

New Orleans

to Atlanta on

the CrescentNew Orleans

to Memphis

Return full

service diners

on the Crescent

and the City of

New Orleans

Fully equip

rolling stock

fleet and staff

on the

Crescent

I-20 Corriodor long-

distance passenger

rail connection

(Dallas/Fort Worth

through Merdian to

Atlanta)

Jax to Tampa

increased

frequencies

could reduce the

need to drive on

I-4

Jax to Miami

increased

frequencies as

not worth the

time vs driving
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What new routes or communities do you want to extend Long-Distance service to and why?

Service from ATL-CLT-

RGH-RVR-WAS-NYP;

alternate to Crescent

via S-line; Could look

at Overnight out of

NYP to daylight hours

in SE

Cost-effective

investment in route

should connect

high-population

urban areas as well

as underserved rural

communities

Need to provide

passenger rail

service to northern

Louisiana which

currently has no

Amtrak service

With climate change

issues, please

consider routes that

could serve as

evacuation routes to

communities who are

impacted by

hurricanes, etc

Kansas City to

Cincy via St

Louis/Louisville

to improve east/

west connectivity

Perpendicular

servie to current

SE LD service;

everything is N/

S

Underserved rural

communities rely

heavily on Amtrak as a

transportaiton option

(e.g. for medical appts,

students traveling to

college, etc)

New version of

Carolina Special -

Chicago - Asheville -

Charlotte - Charleston;

Could also look at

branch via Greensboro

and Goldsboro to

Wilmington, NC

Every route

should have

three

frequencies

approximately 8

hours apart.

Washington

DC to

Nashville

With multiple

frequencies there

can be a

combination of

express trains and

local service trainds.

Louisville.

Large

population

base and

central

location

Chicago to

Birmigham via

Indy/ Louisville/

Nashville

Chicago to

MIami  and

East-West

connections:,

such as GW Rte

24 hour dining

car service on

every

overnight

route.

Long distance

service to

somewhere

other than DC to

connect to rest of

network

Eastern KY

connections

ATL as hub to

other route

connections

and cities

FL to Central/

Southern GA (Macon)

with Eastern

Tennessee (like a

Western Crescent -

diverge west from

Charlottesville/

Lynchburg)

Atlanta to Dallas,

hitting Meridian,

MS, Jackson, MS

and Vicksburg, MS,

as well as northern

Louisiana

FL has done some analysis to look at opportunities to

connect major population centers within the state, to

other regions, and to serve potential new passenger

rail markets

- connections to Jax-Orlando-Tampa-Miami already

exist and just need greater service

- connections from Jax to Atlanta and Jax to New

Orleans would provide key connections

- new potential service through Orlando-Gainesville

and/or Miami-Naples-Tampa are growth opportunities

Determining potential tiers/priorities based on factors

including: projected ridership, revenues, capital

investment, and operating funding

requirements; enhancement of regional equity and

geographic diversity of intercity passenger rail

service.
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Number of

Universities Served

Economic Benefit:

value add/b2b

transactions

Economic Benefit:

benefits from reduced

VMT

Economic benefit:

job creation

Would the route have a

low start-up capital cost

and be a good return on

investment,  increase

connectivity to Amtrak's

National Network

Communities

without Air or

Intercity Bus

Connections

Integration with local

services like commuter rail,

transit service

Financial impact to station

catchment areas, individually

and along the route

Does the proposed LD route

complement or compete with

existing SS services?

Ridership / marketability

Potential for on-time

performance to compete

with other modes

Equipment availability Infrastructure cost

Does the long-distance

route include area/

communities that are

not currently served by

Amtrak 

Carbon emission

reduction / mode

shift

Economic Benefits to

Communities

Distributed Across the

Route (not Route

Revenue)

Operational Cost and

Revenues for the service

Draft Long Distance Network Development

Evaluation Factors
Part 2

Number of large and small

communities (large and small) that

route would connect

Number of connections route would

provide to enhance the national

Long-Distance and regional intercity

rail network

Number of rural areas that route would

serve

Public/local/regional support for

route

Public/local/regional support for

route

Number of areas with higher-than-

average disadvantaged

populations that route would serve

Number of city pairs with highest

ridership market potential that

route would serve

Route implementation feasibility

vs. known constraints

Greater Range of

Schedules (to serve

more travel needs)

Economic benefit:

state local tax receipts

4 10 2 4

6

10 11 8

2 2 1 1

6 3 26 7

4
2 2

31

5

Evaluation Factors

Ranking the proposed factors, which do you think are most essential in evaluating routes?

Drag 5 dots or

multiple dots to

the Factors you

think are most

important.

Are there any evaluation factors that you think are missing or should be added?

If yes, please describe/explain on a sticky.

Part 2


